More than 45,000 case managers need Certified Case Manager (CCM) continuing education. Reach them in one simple step.

Get **PACE** approval for the CCM credential
More than 45,000 case managers need continuing education

To retain the valued CCM credential, board-certified case managers must earn 80 hours in continuing education every five years, or re-take the challenging CCM exam. More than 45,000 case managers have earned CCM board certification since 1993, and the number is growing.

Today’s Board-Certified Case Manager

- 92% say their organization evaluates and measures care coordination
- 96% women
- 67% have 9+ years in case management
- 32% work in accountable care settings
- 86% have specialty training
- 28% have advanced degrees
- 89% RN
- 7% social worker
- 6% workers’ compensation
- 26% supervise others

Source: Health2 Resources and CCMC, Professional and Demographic Characteristics of CCMs, Jan. 2017  N=2739
Why PACE works for case managers AND CE-offering organizations

CCMC connects board-certified case managers with organizations offering qualified professional education opportunities through PACE: Pre-Approved Continuing Education. Board-certified case managers look to CCMC’s PACE programs for educational opportunities that fit into their busy schedules.

How does it work? It’s simple.

- One convenient, web-based solution
- CCMs can search 24/7 for reliable, pre-approved programs for their credential
- PACE offerings are integrated into the CCM online education record—the CCM Dashboard tool—used to renew the credential
- A simple, streamlined path for organizations to quickly reach case managers with pre-approved workshops, webinars and continuing education coursework

» For application, approval criteria and fees, download the complete PACE guide at www.ccmcertification.org
PACE Marketing Benefits

Once CCMC approves your program, you can market it as PACE-approved to a huge audience that needs it. That’s especially valuable for board-certified case managers, who need only reference the pre-approved PACE number when updating their CCM Dashboard. They stay up to date, and you gain access to thousands of case managers looking for continuing education.

PACE approval allows you to:

- Display the CCMC PACE logo on course promotion materials.
- Add “This course has been pre-approved by CCMC for board-certified case manager continuing education” to course promotion materials.
- Market your program at no extra charge on the PACE Directory on the CCMC website. The PACE Directory is updated weekly. Board-certified case managers look to it as a one-stop shop for continuing education offerings. See the PACE Directory at https://ccmcertification.org/courses.

TO LEARN MORE, GO TO
https://ccmcertification.org/workforce-development/pre-approved-continuing-education-pace

OR CONTACT US:
Commission for Case Manager Certification
pace@ccmcertification.org
(856) 380-6836
1120 Route 73, Suite 200
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054